Abstract. New characterizations are given for orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle and the associated measures in terms of the reflection coefficients in the recurrence equation satisfied by the polynomials.
1. Introduction. Let dp be a finite positive Borel measure on the interval [0,2w) with an infinite set as its support, and let {<p"} (« = 0,1,...) be the unique system of orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle associated with this measure. That is the polynomials %(z) = Vn(dll, z) = K"Z" + ■■■ (K"= K"(<//l) > 0)
are such that (27T)"1 f2' <pm(z)^(7> dn(0) = 8mn (z = exp(i0); m e N, n e N).
■'o
The monic orthogonal polynomials $" are defined by
The reverse polynomial II* of a polynomial II of degree n is given by n*(z) = z"lT(z-1).
In the theory of orthogonal polynomials a central role is played by the two dual pairs of recurrence formulas [Sz, formula (11.4 .7), p. 293]). Since all zeros of the orthogonal polynomials lie inside the unit circle (cf. [Sz, Theorem 11.4.1, p. 292] ) the reflection coefficients $"(()) satisfy
(1-5) I<M0)|<1, « = 1,2"...
The connection between the reflection coefficients $"(0) and the leading coefficients Kn of the orthogonal polynomials is given by (i.6) Kn = K0n[i-i^(o)i2]-1/2 k = l (cf. [Gerl, formula (8.6), p. 156] ). These recurrence formulas fully characterize the orthogonal polynomials and the associated measures. This fact is expressed by the analogue of J. Favard's theorem for the unit circle according to which any system of polynomials {$"} satisfying (1.3) and (1.5) is orthogonal with respect to a unique (up to a positive constant factor) measure d\i (cf. [Gerl, Theorem 8.1, p. 156] ). Due to this intimate connection between the orthogonal polynomials, the corresponding measure and the associated recurrence formula, and due to their wide applicability in diverse areas such as approximation theory, digital signal processing, electrical engineering, nuclear physics, prediction theory, statistical physics, statistics, scattering theory, and solid state physics, there has been a great amount of research dedicated to characterizing the measures and the corresponding orthogonal polynomials in terms of the reflection coefficients $"(0). The first result of this nature was obtained by S. N. Bernstein and G. Szego whose papers implicitly contain the interesting observation that $"(0) = 0 for all but a finite number of n if and only if the measure is absolutely continuous and its absolutely continuous component equals the reciprocal of a positive trigonometric polynomial (cf. [Sz, §2.6, p. 289; Fr, Theorem V.4.5, p. 224] ). The full characterization of measures dp for which E|$"(0)| < oo was started by Ya. L. Geronimus (cf. [Ger 1-3]) and it was completed by G. Baxter [Ba] . Subsequently, A.
Bultheel, K. M. Case, Ph. Delsarte, Y. Genin, J. S. Geronimo, M. Kac, G. Lopez, A.
Mate, E. M. Nikishin, V. Totik, the author and others obtained a variety of results regarding the properties of measures that can be determined from various properties of the reflection coefficients $"(0) (cf. [Bu, Ca2, DeGel, 2, Ge, GeCal, Ger4, Ld, MaNe2, MaNeTol, 2, 4, 5, 6, Nel, 6, 7, NeTo and Ni] ).
Historically, such investigations were preceded by results of direct nature which characterize the reflection coefficients $"(0) in terms of the measure dp. The two most important results were obtained by G. Szego [Ral, 1°, p. 207; Ra2, Theorem, p. 106; MaNe2; MaNeTo2, Theorem 1, p. 64] ).
In view of (1.7) and (1.8) one would like to obtain results describing the measure dp provided that (in addition to some other conditions) either lim$n(0) = 0 or Ll^O)!2 < oo hold. For Um$"(0) = 0 this was initiated by A. Mate, V. Totik, and the author in [MaNeTol, 4, 5, 6 and Ne6] where we laid the foundations of a theory of orthogonal polynomials that goes beyond the Szego Theory (cf. [Ne7]). The case L|$A(0)|2 < oo was recently examined by E. M. Nikishin [Ni] who found a couple of interesting properties of the orthogonal polynomials and the corresponding measures in terms of the reflection coefficients <t>"(0). He proved The purpose of this paper is to continue the investigation by E. M. Nikishin and to improve these two results. Among others, we will show that if the conditions of Proposition 1.2 are satisfied, then the absolutely continuous component /*' of dp is a positive and continuous function in the open interval (0, 2tt), and if, in addition, 4>"(0) 10, then dp is absolutely continuous in its entire domain [0, 2it).
Since it is easier to work with analytic functions in the unit disk than with such functions in the complex domain cut along an interval, results on complex orthogonal polynomials usually precede analogous results on orthogonal polynomials associated with measures on the real line. Nevertheless, there are exceptions to this rule, and such an example is given by the above quoted results of E. M. Nikishin whose real line analogues were found by K. M. Case, J. M. Dombrowski, G. H. Fricke, J. S. Geronimo, A. Mate, V. Totik, and the author (see [Cal, GeCa2 and Nel, 2, 4, 5] for analogues of Proposition 1.1 and DoFr, DoNe, MaNe3, MaNeTo3, 7 and Ne2, 4] for Proposition 1.2).
Inequality (1.9) is fairly delicate in the sense that the right-hand side is strongly sensitive on the location of the point 6. On the other hand, the unit circle is rotation invariant, and thus the natural (or possibly better described as unsophisticated) approach yields uniform estimates for both the orthogonal polynomials and the related quantities. As opposed to the unit circle, real intervals and orthogonal polynomials on them require highly sophisticated methods even if one wants to prove simple analogues of results that are valid for complex orthogonal polynomials. This need for sophistication explains why the theorems analogous to Propositions 1 and 2 and the tools to prove them developed before E. M. Nikishin's paper [Ni] .
E. M. Nikishin must have been unaware of the considerable amount of research concerning the link between orthogonal polynomials defined by recurrence formulas and the corresponding measures (cf. [Asls, Ch, Ga, Gerl, 4, Nel, 5, 7] and the references therein). Having read his paper [Ni] and having understood his techniques, we immediately know that not only can Propositions 1 and 2 be improved upon, but a variety of results analogous to real orthogonal polynomials can also be proved by systematically exploiting the simple (Abel's transformation, i.e., summation by parts) but still ingenious (one has to apply it at the right time) idea that lies behind the proof of Proposition 1.1.
The Szego Theory is concerned with the behavior of orthogonal polynomials when logu' is integrable, and the principal tool is the Szego function D(d\x) which is defined by (1.10)
The nontangential boundary value of D(d[i) on the unit circle exists almost everywhere, and we will denote it also by D(
We have \D(dfi, e'9)\2 = ix' (8) The meat of the matter is the following inequality that can be proved by following and properly modifying the steps used by E. M. Nikishin to prove Proposition 1.1. Theorem 2.1. Let the (monk) orthogonal polynomial system {$"} satisfy the recurrence formula (1.3), i.e. Setting f-s" here and assuming the convergence of the series E|$"(0)|2 we obtain Proposition 1.1. An even more interesting case is when / is the (possibly formal) power series whose partial sums are given by (2.1). Proposition 1.2 can be improved and generalized as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Let the (monk) orthogonal polynomial system {$>"} satisfy the recurrence formula (2.2). Assume the reflection coefficients <f>" (0) (0, 2tt). In addition, log/i' is integrable and the Szego function D(dp) is also continuous in the closed unit disk centered at the origin with the exception of perhaps the point 1. Finally, for the orthonormal polynomials <p" the asymptotic formula (2.7) lim e""\"(e'e) = D'l{dii,e"e) n-* oo holds uniformly on every closed set of (0, 2tt ). □ Using a simple rotation of the unit circle, analogous results can be stated and proved when the argument of an arbitrary point z with \z\ = 1 is the only potential candidate for a mass point in (2.6).
In terms of the reverse orthogonal polynomial <p* (2.7) is equivalent to lim<p*(z) = D~1(dfi,z) uniformly in z if z belongs to any arc of the unit circle not containing the point 1. By the Szego Theory this also holds uniformly on every compact set in the open unit disk (cf. [Sz, Theorem 12.1.1, p. 297] ) Certainly, if the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, then limm*(z) = D~l(dfi, z) remains true uniformly on every compact set belonging to the closed unit disk with the point 1 removed. We would be thrilled to see a proof of this.
In the framework of the Szego Theory, (2.7) is proved provided that the measure satisfies certain assumptions. At the present time, the most general such condition is given by G. Freud [Fr, Theorem V.4.4, p. 223 ] who proved (2.7) whenever d\i is absolutely continuous in a neighborhood, say A, of 0, 0 < c < jx'(t) < C < oo for t g A and
The following theorem shows that (2.7) is true also if the function F, defined by the Fourier series CO (2.8) F(9) ~ E *Me'k°,
satisfies a similar condition.
Theorem 2.3. Let the (monk) orthogonal polynomial system {$"} satisfy the recurrence formula (2.2). Assume the function F in (2.8) is square integrable in [0, 277] and let (2.9) f2" \F(d)-F(t)\2[6-tY2dt< 00
•'0 hold for 6 e Jt c (0,2 77). Then for every 6 e Jt', the limit (2.10) lim e-in\"(ei0) = G (6) n-*cc exists and G(0) = D~l(d\i,e~'e) for almost every 0 e Jt'. Moreover, ju' > 0 almost everywhere on the set Jt. D
In [Ne3, Theorem, p. 474] it was proved that one can obtain asymptotics not only for the orthogonal polynomials but also for all their derivatives under Freud's conditions. We wonder whether this can be accomplished if the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold. It would be interesting to find out the right conditions in terms of the reflection coefficients <t>"(0) for the existence of lime''"e(pi"k)(e'e) (n -» 00).
Drs. Philip Delsarte and Yves Genin [DeGe2] were kind to point out that the ultraspherical reflection coefficients, that is the reflection coefficients of the ultraspherical measure dii0(6) = |sin(0/2)|2y dO (y > - §) on the unit circle, are given by $«(0) = y/(n + Y). Hence it is natural to ask whether such a behavior of the reflection coefficients necessarily leads to orthogonal polynomials and measures which closely resemble the ultraspherical polynomials and weight function. For real orthogonal polynomials this problem was solved in [Ne2, 4] . For orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle the situation is more complicated since neither $"(0) = 0(\/n) nor $>"(0) T(l) 0 is sufficient for the weight function to exhibit a behavior similar to |sin(#/2)|21'. For instance, it is easy to see that the reflection coefficients of another type of ultraspherical measure dp^O) which is defined by dfi^B) = \sm8\2ydd satisfy <bn(dpv0) = 0(l/n), and still ju', has a singularity at 0 = tr as well, contrary to the behavior of jn'0. This can be verified by using the relationship between the real ultraspherical polynomials in [-1,1] and the polynomials ^(djtii) (cf. [Sz, formula (11.5 .2), p. 294]). On the other hand, 4>"(0) T(l) 0 is clearly not even sufficient for the integrability of logjti' (cf. (1.7)), and thus a priori one cannot expect to be able to compare the weight with the ultraspherical one. The following theorem shows that if the reflection coefficients satisfy a weak version of both a monotonicity and a 0(\/n) condition, then the comparison between the appropriate measures and orthogonal polynomials is no longer impossible.
Theorem 2.4. Let the (monk) orthogonal polynomial system {$"} satisfy the recurrence formula (2.2). Assume that there exist two positive constants C and e such that the reflection coefficients $,, (0) The symbol [C/e]* above denotes the ceiling function of C/e, that is the smallest integer which is at least C/e. In the above described example of the ultraspherical measure dn0 the constants C and e in (2.11) and (2.12) can be taken as C = |y| + 8 and e = 1 -8, where 0 < 8 < 1 is arbitrarily small. Thus (2.14) yields /x'o(0) > K'2\8\[2^+S]", where 5 can be chosen as small as one wishes. This shows the nearly optimal sharpness of Theorem 2.4. As was pointed out after Theorem 2.2, the role of 0 = 0 can be played by any other point 8 in the interval [0,277) provided that condition (2.12) is properly recasted as well.
Dr. Alphonse Magnus is thanked at this point, who read a preliminary draft of this paper and computed the reflection coefficients of the Jacobi measure d^(8) =\sm(8/2)\2y'\cos(8/2)\2y2d8 (Yl,Y2 > -f) on the unit circle. Magnus' formula [Ma] is $"(0) = (y, + (-1)"y2)/(« + Yi + Ji)-In connection with this it is pointed out that the proof of Theorem 2.4 given in §4 can be applied to prove a corresponding generalization of Theorem 2.4 which would permit singularities to occur at a finite number of equidistant (mod 27t) points. Although the proof of the following result is almost tirvial, it is still important in that it provides an easy way to rule out the possibility of mass points. Theorem 2.5. If the reflection coefficients <&"(0) in the recurrence formula (2.2) are real, and they are nonnegative for all but finitely many values of n, then the corresponding measure dfi has no mass point at 0. □ 3. The tools. The primary tools are the recurrence formulas (1.1)-(1.4) and their various forms. We will formulate two useful identities as (cf. [Gerl, formula (8.19), p. 160] ). If \z\ = 1, then z"*$ft(z) = (z)k<S>k(z~l) = $*(z), and hence (3.1) follows from (3.5). To prove (3.2) we use another recurrence analogous to (1.2) which is (3) (4) (5) (6) «n9"*(z) = *"_!#_!(*) + ~^M <pn(z) (cf. [Sz, formula (11.4.6), p. 293] ). This can also be applied repeatedly to yield
Again, if |z| = 1, then z'k(pk(z) = (z)k<pk(z~l) = <p*(z). Thus (3.7) can be rewritten as (3.8) K"<pn*(z) = E ~^MzkriU)
Here on the right-hand side we can apply (3.7) one more time to the expression in the brackets. We obtain (3.9) MD"*(z)= f MO^* E <pm(0)^JzT, |z|=l.
A=0 m=0
Let sm be given by (3.3), and let / be an arbitrary function on the unit circle. Then we can rewrite (3.9) as Proof of Theorem 2.
1. In what follows we denote the principal value of the logarithmic function by "Log". Since for |z| = 1 we have (4.i) \zk^M *?_i(*)/*?_,(*)| = |«Mo) I < i, we can take the logarithm of both sides of (3.1) to obtain (4.2) log|<*>"*(z) | = Rej E Log(l + *k*M *t-M/*t-i(*))}> \z\ = 1. We proceed with estimating the right-hand side of (4.2) by applying the inequality |Log(l + f) ~ f I < If l2(l ~ lfl)~\ If I < h which follows immediately from the Taylor series expansion of the function Log(l + f). Taking (4.1) into consideration as well, we obtain (4.3) |log|*;(z)||< E***^(oy***-i(*)/*?-i(*)
The next step is estimating the first sum on the right-hand side of (4.3) by performing summation by parts on it. Let sk be defined by formula (2.1) (cf. (3.3)) and let / be an arbitrary function on the unit circle. Then given by (4.6)) we obtain that the monic orthogonal polynomials $" and their reverses <£> * satisfy (4.9) \*K{z)\±l -0(1) and |*;(z) ^ = 0(1) uniformly for n e N in every closed arc of the unit circle not containing the point 1.
It follows from (4.9), L|$*(0)|2 < oo, and (1.6) that we also have (4.10) |%(*)|±l-0(l) and |<p*(z) \±X = 0(1) uniformly for n e N in every closed arc of the unit circle not containing the point 1.
Once we have established the uniform boundedness of the orthogonal polynomials, we can apply Lemma 3.1 (cf. (3.2) with / given by (4.6)), inequality (4.8), formula (1.6), and conditions (2.4) and (2.5) to conclude that limm*(e'9) exists uniformly in every closed subset of (0,2w). By (4.5) this limit must be D~l(dix,eiB), and consequently we have proved (2.7). From (4.10) and (2.7) the continuity of D±1(dn,e'e) follows for every 8 ¥= 0. Since D(dfi) is the Poisson integral of its nontangential boundary values (D(dfi) g H2 in the unit disk), D(dfi) is also continuous for all z + 1 such that \z\ < 1. Now the continuity and positivity of ju' follow from the formula \D(dn,eiS)\2 = n'(8) (cf. [Sz, formula (10.2.8), p. 276] ).
What remains to be proved is the absolute continuity of the measure dfi away from 0 = 0. In view of (4.10) this follows immediately from the fact that the first n moments of dfi (8) and \%(eie)\-2d8 coincide (cf. [Fr, Theorem V.2.2, p. 198] ). Indeed, by this theorem lim r G{8)\<pn(e'°) f'd8 = (^ G{8) dp{0)
for every continuous function G. Thus by (4.10) if G vanishes in a fixed neighborhood, say A, of 0, then
where the constant C depends only on A. Thus d\i is absolutely continuous outside A. Since A (3 0) is arbitrary, (2.6) follows, and so does the theorem. □ Proof of Theorem 2.3. We start with proving that if condition (2.9) is satisfied (see (2.1), (2.8), and (4.6) for the definitions of F, sk, and /, respectively) for 0 < 0 < 277, then 
e -e"\\-'k<dt from which, by Bessel's inequality, we obtain (4.12) £ W) -sk(e«)\2 < (2^-1f2" \F(8) -F(t)\2\e'° -e"\~2dt.
*=o "'o Now (4.11) follows from (2.9) and (4.12). Applying (4.11) to Theorem 2.1 (cf.
inequality (2.3)) and using Schwarz' inequality in the fiist sum on the right-hand side of (2.3) we obtain |<Me")r = 0(l) and \S*W)f = 0(X) for n g N, and then by (1.6) (4.13) k(e")|±X-0(l) and \tp*{e>9) |±X = 0(1), n G N, holds as well. Once we establish (4.13), we can apply (1.6), (4.11), and Schwarz' inequality again to formula (3.2) in Lemma 3.1, and this proves the existence of the limit in (2.10). If (2.9) holds for all 0 <^Jt, then so does (2.10) on
Jt. In view of (1.7), the square integrability of F implies the integrability of logjn' so that Szego's theorem (1.11) yields the connection between the function G in (2.10) and the Szego function D(dfi) (cf. (1.10)) which is given by G(8) = L>-l(dfi,e-'e)
for almost every 0 g Jt. Finally, by (4.13) G does not vanish on Jt, so that ju' is positive almost everywhere there. □ Proof of Theorem 2.4. In what follows let 0 < 0 < 277. First we will prove inequality (2.13). Note that (2.4) and (2.12) imply the convergence of the series El^O)!2, and thus by (1.6) and (1.7) log ft' is integrable and (4.14) 0 < lim k" < oo.
n-* oo Applying (3.1) we obtain the inequality i».(**)i<op(i:i»*(o)i), n = 1,2,..., so that by (2.11) and (4.14) we obtain the initial estimate (4.15) \%(e-9)\^(n + l)C, n = 1,2,_Next we apply Lemma 3.1 (cf. (3.2)-(3.3)) with / = sn. We obtain (4.16) |*,(e")|< E |*.(«")-**-i(*")|l**(0)lk*(e")|, *=o n = 1,2,_(Here we also used the fact that k" is an increasing sequence, cf. (1.6), and thus |<p*(0)| < Kn\<&k(0)\ for k < n.) Writing the expression sn(e'e) -sk_1(e'e) as a sum (cf. (3.3)), using lim$n(0) = 0, and performing summation by parts similarly to (4.7) we obtain and since the reflection coefficients $k(0) are nonnegative for k sufficiently large, lim<f>*(l) = 0 (n -» oo) cannot be true. Hence by formula (1.6) the orthonormal polynomials also satisfy liminf |<jp"(1)| > 0 (n -» oo) so that E|<p"(l)|2 = oo. However, it is well known from the theory of moments that the divergence of the latter series excludes the possibility for the point 0 to be a mass point for the measure dp.. More accurately, we have L|<p"(l)|2 = 277[ju({0})]_1 (cf. [Ak, Theorem 2.5.2 and ShTa, Corollary 2.6, ). □
